
                                    

     Present:- Sri N. J. Haque, CJM, Sonitpur, Tezpur 

Tezpur PS Case No. 374 of 2021 
GR Case No-590 of 2021 

Under Section-468/143 of IPC 
 
 

ORDER 

22.04.2021 

Ld. Advocate of the petitioner filed hazira. 

Report called earlier vide Order dated-12.04.2021 

from the I/O in respect of zimma of one ViVi V15 

mobile phone bearing IMEI No-1865840048387073 

along with two SIM card vides Nos-8135838067 & 

9365621332 and one HP Laptop model 

BCM9431424 FCC ID QPS-BRCM1079 is received 

today. 

Heard both sides and perused the report carefully.  

It disclosed from the report of the I/O named SI 

Dimbeswar Dahal of Salonibari Police Outpost 

under Tezpur PS that one ViVi V15 mobile phone 

bearing IMEI No-1865840048387073 along with 

two SIM cards vide mobile number-8135838067 & 

9365621332 and one HP Laptop model 

BCM9431424 IC4324A-BRCM1079-CNNC-13021 

Contains FCC ID QDS-BRCM1079, IFSRCPBRBC14-

0053 were seized from the petitioner named Md. 

Ajgor Ali in connection with this case. The I/O 

specifically prayed that excluding the mobile phone, 

the other article i.e. Laptop is not required for 

further investigation. He also mentioned that the 

mobile phone contain the electronic evidence of 

fake ID maker application installed in the said 

mobile handset and if the mobile handset is given 

on zimma to the petitioner, he can be erased all 
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electronic evidence from the mobile handset and 

therefore, the same is required for further 

investigation. Therefore, the I/O prayed not to give 

zimma of the mobile phone to the petitioner.  

Considering the report of the I/O, the seized HP 

Laptop model BCM9431424 FCC ID QPS-BRCM1079 

is allowed to give zimma to the possession of the 

petitioner named Md. Ajgor Ali after proper 

verification of his identities and also proper 

verification of the document of the said HP Laptop.   

Furthermore, the prayer of the petitioner regarding 

the zimma of mobile phone stands rejected at this 

stage since the I/O needs the mobile phone for 

further investigation of this case.  

Accordingly, the I/O sets at liberty to handover the 

HP Laptop in favour of the petitioner on obtaining a 

PR bond of Rs. 80,000/- (Rupees Eighty 

Thousands) conditioning that the petitioner named 

Md. Ajgor Ali shall produce the said Laptop 

whenever he is asked by the I/O or by the Court. 

The petitioner shall further co-operate with the I/O 

till the I/O concludes the investigation.  

The I/O sets at liberty to verify the identity of all 

the documents regarding the said article, which is 

allowed to give zimma in favour of the petitioner.  

Inform all the concerned.    

 

 

         Sri N. J. Haque 
   Chief Judicial Magistrate 

                                       Sonitpur, Tezpur 


